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Chapter 561: Wang Yi wants to do something 

Virtual universe. 

Temple of the Great Axe. 

In addition to the retreat Palace Master of the Eclipse, twenty universe masters of the human race, 

including the founder of the Great Axe, gathered together. 

They all looked at the red-robed black-haired man in the line of the Virtual Universe Company sitting on 

the side of the square stone table. 

"Hunyuan, this time you let us come over, what the **** is going on?" 

"Yeah, is there any good thing?" 

"Couldn't you want to pretend to go out and do something, right?" 

The masters of the universe looked at the black-haired man. 

Wang Yi glanced around, every master of the universe that Wang Yi watched responded with a smile, 

even the giant axe sitting in the first seat slightly nodded. 

With emotion in my heart, he also has such a momentum among the high-level human race. 

Wang Yi did not sloppy, and said directly: "I want to kill the Lord of Yuan'ao." 

Killing the Lord of Yuan'ao is something that Wang Yi has always been obsessed with. It turns out that 

history is because the Lord of Yuan'ao was instructed to take out the hidden murderous intent and let all 

forces compete. Unfortunately, mankind happened to get one of them. This map made the creator of 

the great axe of the human race fall. Although this was only the bad luck of the creator of the great axe, 

he got the deadly map route, but it did not prevent Wang Yi from being full of murderous intent on the 

Lord Yuanao. 

And the fall of the founder of the giant axe is not as simple as it seems. The fall of the giant axe is 

actually a secret calculation by the strong in the universe. To be precise, it is a conspiracy. The three 

strongest men in the universe involved in the first reincarnation era and the beast tribe of the greatest 

crisis in the primitive universe. 

The strongest in the three universes! 

The first one is Star Master Hao Lei! 

The second is King Zhenjia! 

The third is the ancestor **** of Qiuyan! 

Facing the limit, they have no hope of detaching themselves, and they took the line of the world beast. 

In order to survive, they are willing to act as the running dogs of the world beast to harm the creatures 

of the primitive universe. 
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Although nothing has happened yet, Wang Yi is also a member of the Primordial Universe, and he is 

naturally at odds with the world beasts and the three strongest in the universe. 

"Star Master Hao Lei... King Zhen Jia... Ancestral God Qiuyan... Each of the three of them is the strongest 

person in the universe in the first reincarnation era. It is not easy to mess with one alone, let alone the 

three united." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart, "When the three are combined, even the founder of 

the giant axe will be hard to beat. My current ability, even with the strongest form of the Golden Armor 

God, is very difficult to kill them." 

Defeating and killing are two concepts. 

Easy to defeat, difficult to kill! 

In the first reincarnation era, the three ancestors of Qiuyan were the strongest withdrawn and 

tyrannical. These strongest people in the original universe... are worse than their estimates. 

There are three in total, and each has a Xeon. 

Although Wang Yi wanted to kill them very much, he knew that it was difficult to do so now! 

Even Luo Feng initially took advantage of the treacherous environment of the Three Jedi, with the Star 

Tower and the Tomb Boat, and exerting the top combat power of Tier 8. Kill him. 

And if you solve the other two strongest enemies in the universe, Luo Feng has become a true god, and 

you can solve it at will. 

"Kill the Lord of Yuan'ao of the Primitive Universe first! He should have been enslaved by the strongest 

of the three universes now, or he was enslaved by the Realm Beast, anyway, it’s the same! Otherwise, 

it’s impossible to abandon his life to provoke the Primordial Universe, even if he hasn’t Bringing strange 

things in, they are also enemies! Sooner or later they will make trouble in the primitive universe, it is 

better to kill them now to eliminate future troubles." 

Wang Yi made up his mind. 

Kill the Lord of Yuan'ao. 

The only worry is that the time has not arrived yet, the Lord of Yuan'ao is not in the original universe, in 

the universe, so he can only take a gamble. 

Whether it is for public or private, you must kill the Lord of Yuan'ao! 

And hearing Wang Yi's words, the human powerhouses in front of the temple were shocked and 

surprised. 

"Kill the Lord of Yuan'ao?" 

"Hunyuan, are you talking about the Yuan'ao Lord in the Yuan'ao Secret Realm?" 

"Hunyuan, why? Why did you suddenly say that you want to kill the Lord of Yuan'ao. Although he is the 

lone Lord of the universe and has not joined any forces, he has never had anything to do with my human 

beings." 



"The strength of the Lord of Yuan'ao is not weak. It is not in the interests of our humanity to deal with a 

powerful Lord of the Universe for no reason." 

The masters of the human universe asked inexplicably, and some even raised doubts. 

The Lord of Yuan Ao is a special being, extremely powerful, and travels across the universe alone. 

He and other forces have always kept the well water in the river, and rushed to deal with such a cosmic 

master. It is no wonder that other cosmic masters are very worried. 

The giant axe sitting above also opened his mouth and said: "Chaotic Origin, give a reason, I believe you 

will not kill the Lord of Yuan'ao for no reason. As far as I know, you and the Lord of Yuan'ao have no 

grievances. Why are you killing him?" 

The sharp eyes of the giant axe looked at Wang Yi, as if he could see through his heart. 

Other masters of the universe also looked at Wang Yi with piercing eyes. 

Wang Yi stood up and bowed slightly, then looked around, and said in a deep voice, "Kill the Lord of 

Yuan'ao, I have a reason why I must do it. If the ethnic group disagrees, I will do it too." 

Speaking to the ethnic group is nothing more than fulfilling the responsibility of the Lord of the Human 

Universe. You can't kill the Lord of Yuan'ao without saying a word. The human ethnic group will 

definitely have opinions afterwards. 

But as Wang Yi said, even if the ethnic group disagrees, he will kill. He has four major divine bodies, each 

of which is at least five levels. Adding up to kill one Yuanao Lord is not a problem. 

Although the Lord of Yuan'ao is strong, he shouldn't bring the strange things back now, otherwise the 

original will of the original universe would have notified the ancestral gods to eradicate him, and the 

Lord of Yuan'ao without strange things is at most the same level as Bingfeng. That is to say, it is a bit 

more troublesome to have the highest treasure armor and the huge divine body. 

But Wang Yi, who owns Xeon Treasure, is not afraid. 

As long as the Lord of Yuan Ao is trapped, the grinding can be worn to death. 

What's more important is that the Lord Yuan'ao is alone, without background, no one will help him even 

if he does it, and the three strongest men in the universe and the world beasts hidden behind him are 

even more unlikely to help him. 

Therefore, Wang Yi, the lord of killing Yuan'ao, can be sure of himself, but he just notified the human 

race in advance. 

Hearing what Wang Yi said, the strong men present fell silent. 

Some eyes flickered. 

Some imply dissatisfaction. 

Some thoughtful. 

No matter what, they all heard what Wang Yi said. 



Regardless of whether they agree or not, Wang Yi will kill Lord Yuanao. 

"I'm going my own way again." The Lord of the Star Prison looked at the Lords of the universe, and 

sighed inwardly. 

His apprentice just doesn't know how to constrain. 

The founder of the Great Axe and the Chaos City Lord looked at each other, and they seemed to be 

communicating ~www.mtlnovel.com~ for a short moment. 

"good!" 

A thick and loud voice sounded, causing many masters of the universe to raise their heads involuntarily. 

Wang Yi's eyes lit up. 

The founder of the giant axe had a faint smile on his face, and his tone was firm and unquestionable. 

"Since Chaotic Source says he wants to kill, then kill it, a lonely master of the universe. We humans can 

still afford it." 

"But..." Some universe masters still have concerns. 

"I believe that Chaotic Source will not do things that endanger our humanity. If that is the case, then 

what is there to worry about." The founder of the giant axe waved his hand domineeringly, stood up, 

and the domineering and arrogant terror aura surged out. 

"This time, I will also do it, and I must make the Lord Yuan'ao nowhere to escape." 

"Yes." Seeing that the giant axe supported Chaotic Source in such a way, other cosmic masters who had 

concerns could only give up obstruction and agreed to this action. 

Chapter 562: The Lord of Yuan'ao must die! 

Now that it has been decided to kill the Lord of Yuan'ao, there are two things that must be done next, 

one is to determine the killing plan, and the other is to confirm the location of the Lord of Yuan'ao. 

If the Lord Yuan Ao is still in the universe or not in the old lair but hiding, they can't do anything. 

Now that it has decided to do it, the human race no longer hides it. 

The founder of the Great Axe. 

Chaos City Lord. 

Lord of Darkness. 

Lord of Peng Gong. 

Adding Wang Yi's four divine bodies, this time because of his proposal, they were all dispatched. 

In total, there are seven masters of the universe and one of the strongest in the universe. 

And the four masters of the universe are the top ones, each one-on-one can ravage the master of 

Yuan'ao, let alone add up, this force can contend even with the strongest in the original universe. 
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Not to mention the addition of the giant axe, no matter how powerful the Lord Yuanao is, unless he 

suddenly obtains a supreme treasure, he will be invincible. 

The only worry is that the Lord of Yuan'ao will flee when he sees the situation is bad! 

And this had to be arranged in advance, and the domain was used to lay down the killing game, so that 

the Lord of Yuan'ao had nowhere to escape. 

When everything was ready, the strong human race set off immediately to the mysterious Yuan 

mysterious realm. 

Kill the Lord of Yuan'ao! 

... 

A cosmic secret realm in the corner of the primitive universe-Yuan mysterious realm. 

"Yuan mysterious realm." The red-armored black-haired man was standing in the Yuan mysterious realm 

void, looking at the twelve vast and amazing land in the endless distance. 

There are a total of 12 vast continents in the Mysterious Land of Yuan! 

Each continent has a diameter of more than 1 light-year on a small scale, and nearly 8 light-years in 

diameter on a large scale. 

There are a lot of alien life. 

The entire Yuan'ao Secret Realm is the territory of the lone "Master of Yuan'ao". 

In the endless years, dozens of cosmic venerables and thousands of immortal gods have been cultivated. 

There are the legendary supreme **** Yuanao Supreme God on 12 continents. All living creatures 

worship the Yuanao Supreme God. 

"Master Yuanao, I hope he is here and don't let me go for nothing." Wang Yi said softly. 

The three major divine bodies are all hiding in the world ring of Wang Yi's deity. When the Lord of 

Yuan'ao approaches, the two sides will fight out at a critical juncture. 

The founder of the Great Axe and the Chaos City Lord, the Lord of Peng Gong, and the Lord of Darkness 

hide in the surroundings of Yuan'ao Mystery Realm. If Yuan'ao's main escape, they will immediately stop 

them, and the Lord of Yuan'ao is bound to fall. 

The unremarkable pair of gray wings behind Wang Yi vibrated gently, then turned into a stream of light 

and flew towards the mysterious realm of Yuan. 

He also carried a war knife behind his back, it was the Xeon Supreme War knife. 

Of course, if a Xeon is not displayed, or deliberately concealing its power, it will not be visible from the 

surface alone. 

"Let's see if Lord Yuan'ao is there, and draw him out." 

"Swipe!" He teleported directly to the top of one of the majestic endless continents. 



In this vast continent, there are an astonishing number of lives, including ordinary lives, realm masters, 

and immortality. 

Wang Yi looked down at the endless heights, and he could clearly see countless lives multiplying on the 

vast ground below, building cities, fighting wars... and wars were very common. He saw more than that. 

A hundred places. 

"This Lord of Yuanao relies on plundering to multiply, relying on the so-called divine warfare of the 

immortal gods under his command to kill countless ordinary lives, and sharpen one by one strong in the 

battle." Wang Yi shook his head. 

There may also be wars within the human race, but they will not be deliberately promoted. On the 

contrary, they will be limited to a certain range. Only foreign wars can be so crazy. The lives of ordinary 

people in the territory are still very peaceful. 

And in the twelve continents of the mystery realm, everyone believes in the Supreme God of Yuan’ao, 

and the immortal gods and venerables also obey the orders of the Lord of Yuan’ao to push forward the 

war secretly. The battles of the gods are crazy, endless battles continue. ...The speed of fighting 

consumes life, and it can completely multiply and supply, and the endless meat grinder-like 

battles...that's why so many immortals and dozens of cosmic masters were born. 

"It seems that the Lord Yuanao is not on the mainland." Wang Yi glanced away, his eyes flickering 

slightly. "Either in the kingdom of God, or in the universe, I haven't returned yet, let me test it first." 

"boom!" 

Wang Yi didn't hesitate. In the next moment, the mighty black river, with the infinite power of the Lord 

of the Universe, directly descended on the landslide continent with the largest diameter of 3.6 years. 

The black river continued to expand, boundless, and instantly diffused to hundreds of light-years away. 

"what!" 

"what is this?" 

"What a terrible power!" 

"Is this a miracle of the great Yuanao Supreme God?" 

Although ordinary beings see this black river, they don't feel anything. 

It is those immortal gods and cosmic elders who are really felt that infinite power. All were frightened. 

Especially the soul servants of Lord Yuan'ao, they clearly understand that this is not the power exerted 

by Lord Yuan'ao, this is an extremely terrifying outsider that suddenly descends. 

An existence at the same level as the Lord Yuan'ao! 

"Wow..." 



The space-time realm melted into the black river, and its mighty power was so powerful that even the 

Lord of the Universe would not be easy to break away, let alone those immortal and Universe 

Venerables, who had no resistance at all and were bound to death. 

Wang Yi can kill them with a single thought. 

Wang Yi frowned. 

"The Lord Yuanao is really not on the mainland, and he has not been found on the twelve lands." 

"If he is in the kingdom of God and finds me, he will definitely come out." 

"Lord Yuanao!" Wang Yi opened his eyes and shouted angrily. 

With the help of the domain, it spread to the entire mysterious realm of Yuan in an instant, and the 

twelve continents were heard by endless creatures. 

One of the twelve continents, the land named Mogao, is the uppermost sky of a vast ocean of cold deep 

blue. 

"boom!" 

The huge arm suddenly tore the colorful light film, and stepped directly into the Mogao continent in one 

step. 

He is tall and majestic, with one eye on his head looking into the distance. He... is the Lord of Yuan'ao! 

The legendary Yuanao Supreme God on the endless 12 continents. 

The one-eyed eye on his head stared closely at the red-armored and gray-winged man in the endless 

black river in the distance~www.mtlnovel.com~The Lord of the Chaotic Source of the Great Alliance of 

Humanity? " 

"Lord Yuanao!" 

Wang Yi was overjoyed and said coldly in his mouth. 

"I and you humans don't offend each other, and don't know your Chaotic Source. Why are you here in 

my secret realm?" The Lord of Yuan'ao roared, and flames suddenly flared up on the surface of the gray 

armor all over the body. "While still performing the field in my home, such a behavior, without the 

slightest politeness to be a guest, are you provoking me?" 

"Lord Yuanao, do what I want to do, do you care?" Wang Yi said arrogantly, "your site? A joke, you are a 

lone traveler, and you want to occupy the land as the king?" 

"Lord of Chaotic Source, you are too damned!" Lord Yuan Ao couldn't help it. 

At any rate, he is also the master of the universe, solitary, cross-cutting the universe, powerful, and 

other forces will not easily provoke him. 

But now, someone broke into the house and regarded his majesty as nothing. If the Lord of Yuan'ao 

didn't teach him, he could still mix in the universe. 



Chapter 563: Lord of the Battlefield 

"Boom!" The divine body of Lord Yuan'ao suddenly radiated endless dazzling flames. Shattering~~~ In an 

instant, endless flames completely descended on the entire void. 

"Flaming Sand Cup, the top domain treasure of the Lord Yuan'ao." Wang Yi raised his brows, but his 

expression was still calm. 

The Flaming Sand Cup can only be regarded as ordinary in the realm category. 

The black river covering the entire Yuan'ao mystery realm suddenly roared and collided with the flames 

of the Lord Yuan'ao. 

"Boom..." The flame was forced to retreat. 

It is also a domain type treasure, and different people use it, and its power is different. For example, 

when the Lord of Sirius and the Lord of Chaos cast the same treasure, their power is naturally different. 

Wang Yi is now the Lord of the Universe anyway. Although he is not as good as the Chaos City Lord to 

control this pinnacle realm-type treasure, it is not a problem to suppress the top realm-type treasure 

"flaming sand cup" of Yuan'ao Lord. 

The Lord Yuanao was also a little surprised. "I heard that the Lord of the Human Chaotic Source has a 

peak domain type treasure, which is huge, and it really is true." 

"Master of Chaotic Origin!" The thunderous roar rolled across the void, the towering cyclops stared at 

the black-haired red-armored man, and roared angrily: "I have been in the primitive universe for so 

many years, the universe Among the Lords, no one can despise me, and neither can you! Don’t think 

that you can run wild if you have the pinnacle of treasure, I must teach you a good lesson today." 

Wang Yi also drew his sword behind his back, and said, "Anyone can tell big things, I'm here. Come if you 

have the ability." Although his mouth was mad, Wang Yi didn't care much in his heart, and his eyes 

stared at his opponent. , An existence that was only slightly weaker than the Lord of the Galaxy, also 

aroused his fighting spirit a little. 

After all, no matter how you learn from the Lord of the human universe, it is not a battle of life and 

death, without the kind of real feeling. 

"It's just a little guy who has cultivated for a hundred thousand years and relied on the treasure!" 

Although the Lord Yuan'ao has never seen Wang Yi, he has also heard of his fame and deeds. Among the 

deeds of the mainstream of Chaotic Source, the most abrupt It is the most powerful treasure in him. 

"Without the treasure, you are nothing!" 

The Lord of Yuan Ao roared and turned into an endless stream of flames that had rushed in front of 

Wang Yi's eyes. 

Although the pinnacle domain type treasure can suppress the top domain type treasure, for an ancient 

and powerful leader of the top universe, the treasure domain is only a part of its strength. With its 

powerful strength, the master of Yuan'ao forcefully lined up the endless Heihe with a momentum. 

Majestic rushed towards Wang Yi. 
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"Dead!" With the thick and powerful arms of Lord Yuan'ao, one of them is holding a huge dark red 

circular shield, while the other right hand is holding a long-handled round hammer. Bronze and blood-

stained, the long handle is very thick, the round hammer is even bigger, and there are sharp nails on it. 

Wang Yi also squinted at the weapons of Lord Yuan'ao. Because Lord Yuan'ao was huge, he chose round 

hammers and shields to defend his opponents who were too flexible. 

Moreover, he has a pinnacle of treasure armor on his body, and his divine body is as high as one million 

kilometers. Coupled with a powerful secret method, it can be said that he is completely fearless like the 

Lord of the Chaos City and the Lord of the fifth-order universe, and he is qualified to travel alone in the 

universe. 

"Unfortunately, no matter how powerful you are, I have a supreme treasure on my body. You are 

destined to fall today. The blame is on you for being an accomplice of the world beast." 

Clang! 

Wang Yi fiercely pulled out the saber behind his back. 

Each divine body's supreme treasure weapon is different. The Yanxing behemoth is "Fantasy Slash", and 

this human deity uses "Cangyue". 

The Void Zerg clone is the "Scar of Eternal Star". 

Youhai clone is "Silver Tide". 

Although the names are different, they are all war swords! 

It is like a crescent moon, the arc is beautiful to the extreme, and it brings out a translucent blue war 

knife with a dreamlike hazy brilliance. Under the supernatural power of Wang Yi, the second secret 

pattern is instantly urged. After getting the war knife for so long, you can participate day and night. 

Realize, Wang Yi has mastered the second secret pattern. 

"clang!!!" 

The sharp blade slashed on the long handle of the round hammer, and the power erupted instantly, and 

even the surrounding space had long since turned into a stream of particles. 

"boom!" 

The Lord Yuan Ao was chopped with a hammer and flew out. 

Wang Yi was also affected by the impact and retreated dozens of kilometers. 

But this distance is almost impossible for the Lord of the universe. 

"Haha! Come again!" Wang Yi steadied his figure and threw his knife up again. 

"How is it possible!" The Lord Yuan Ao's one-eyed expression was shocked. "Why are you so strong? 

Even if you rely on the domain, you shouldn't!" 

There are many treasures in the pinnacle realm, but the Lord of Yuan'ao has never been afraid, even if 

the Lord of the fifth-order universe has not played against it. 



The feeling that the Lord of Chaotic Source gave him just now was even more terrifying than the attacks 

of the Lords of the Universe. 

The Lord Yuan Ao didn't even know that Wang Yi had the Xeon Supreme Treasure Sabre in his hand. 

A good treasure has a very large impact on strength, and the closer you get to the "Xeon treasure", the 

more crazy the gap becomes. 

If it weren't for the absolute tyrannical body of Yuan'ao's lord's divine body, it had the peak treasure 

body, and it was blocked in time just now, maybe the divine body would be seriously damaged. 

The Lord of Yuan Ao was shocked and angry. He felt that the Lord of Chaotic Source's sword technique 

just now was not very powerful, and the Lord of the Universe had the ultimate secret technique level. 

Although the Lord of Yuan Ao did not use any powerful secret techniques for a while, The gap shouldn't 

be so big either. 

"Eight wind and rain!" Wang Yi's face was cold and his eyes were full of murderous intent. He is now the 

lord of Chaotic Source, and of course he can perform the three great skills. 

In Primordial Star, Wang Yi had never done it so happily, after all, he had to worry about the reaction of 

all forces. 

As long as he can't kill the Lord of the universe, he won't do anything. 

But now, facing the mortal Lord Yuan'ao, he had just this worry, and he broke out without any scruples. 

Powerful! 

"cut!" 

The Youlan War Knife entrains infinite power and power, and breaks through layers of time and space 

with a subtle to the extreme knife technique, bringing out the beautiful and secluded moonlight that 

makes people fascinated, straight down. 

Before that, all ten directions were destroyed, with the Xeon Arcane War Sword, the Lord of Yuan'ao 

flew all at once. 

Now it is the more powerful "Eight Directions of Wind and Rain", eight phantoms of sword light that 

traverse the sky and the earth appear around, the sharp sword energy is vertical and horizontal, as if 

even time and space are frozen by the light of the sword. 

"This Chaotic Source Lord is so strong, it's incredible." 

The Lord of Yuanao was secretly shocked~www.mtlnovel.com~ But the Lord of Yuanao was a super 

existence that traversed the universe for endless years. He suddenly roared and banged... I saw that the 

dazzling body suddenly appeared around the Lord of Yuanao. The flame vortex, this flame vortex is like a 

bright nebula, surrounding the Lord Yuanao. But the vortex of flames that spread out exudes incredible 

power. 

Even the "Black River" was forced to open for a while. 

"Burn Mie!" The Lord Yuan Ao's voice was strong, containing endless killing intent. 



boom! ! ! 

The Lord of Yuan Ao slammed and killed him with a fierce hammer! 

A monstrous evil spirit spread directly, ignoring all defenses and directly penetrated into Wang Yi's body, 

and began to impact Wang Yi's will. 

"Dead!" The endless roar echoed in Wang Yi's mind. 

"You are even the Lord of the Universe, but after all, you have only cultivated for more than a hundred 

thousand years. I am afraid that you have not tempered your will at all. Under the impact of my evil 

spirit, you will definitely be affected. Then it will be my opportunity." Murder in my heart. 

Chapter 564: The strongest secret 

And the four powerhouses of the human race who were scattered in the distance watching the battle in 

hidden figures were also slightly concentrating. 

Because they had planned in advance, they did not immediately join the battle at this time, but 

watched. 

When they saw Wang Yi completely suppressed the "Lord of Yuan'ao" from the beginning, they were all 

a little surprised. 

After all, hearing is one thing and seeing with your own eyes is another thing. 

Chaotic Source's strength is really very powerful, and it's shocking to cooperate with his short years of 

cultivation. 

In the history of the primitive universe, I am afraid that there has never been such a heavenly master of 

the universe. 

"Wang Yi's strength is so strong, it feels no less inferior to me," said the Lord of Darkness. 

"The Lord of Yuan'ao is indeed not worthy of fame, this trick is almost comparable to the master of the 

galaxy's most famous trick." The body is very fat, bald, with a big beard down, and the master of Peng 

Gong, who is always smiling. Also praised. 

Although low-key, the strength of Lord Peng Gong surpassed the Lord of Bingfeng and the Lord of Void 

Gold, and was completely comparable to the Lord of Chaos City. 

"Master Yuan'ao's move has a special restraint effect on the will. If other universe masters have 

cultivated for a long time, it may not be a big deal, but Chaotic Source has broken through too quickly, 

and I don't know whether the will can withstand it." 

However, they also knew that Wang Yi had many powerful treasures, and they were not too worried. 

"call!" 

When the round hammer that contained infinite power and crushed the space into a stream of particles 

came to Wang Yi, Lord Yuanao thought he had been stunned by the suffocating energy released by the 
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hammer to the maximum power. Suddenly, Wang Yi slashed his war knife, and slashed frontally on the 

round hammer. 

"Boom!" Lord Yuan Ao only felt a powerful force transmitted from the opponent's war knife, and the 

round hammer in his hand shook, and he almost didn't hold it and let it go, and was smashed back. 

Looking at the opposite human in shock, "You actually blocked it?" 

"Joke!" Wang Yi sneered. His will is now close to the strongest in the universe. How powerful, but the 

qualitative change from the Lord of the universe to the strongest in the universe is a leap, and Wang Yi 

has not crossed the past. , But also more than most of the masters of the universe. 

Lord Yuan Ao wanted to influence him by this trick, pure wishful thinking. 

However, Wang Yi was also a little surprised. The power of the move just now was really great. Although 

it was not as good as the ultimate trick of the Galaxy Lord, it was only weaker. Moreover, the Lord of 

Yuan Ao and Wang Yi fought, and the divine body did not appear to weaken. 

"This Lord of Yuan'ao really deserves to be the Lord of the Universe who is a little worse than the Lord of 

Galaxy, and he just used it as an opponent to sharpen my secret technique." Wang Yi clenched his sword 

tightly, his eyes full of warfare. 

Through fighting, you can maximize the inspiration of the strong, raise your limits, and create better 

secrets. 

Lord Yuan Ao is undoubtedly a very good opponent, but in the current situation, Wang Yi is not worried 

that he will run away, so he simply uses it to practice the knife first. 

"Damn human!" Although the Lord Yuanao shocked Wang Yi's strength, he was still fearless. He hasn't 

weakened his divine body so far, and of course he is not afraid. He roared and swung the round hammer 

to kill him again. 

"Although you are very strong, but I rely on the divine body to be stronger than you, and I can consume 

you!" Lord Yuan Ao thought in his heart. 

"Burn Mie!" The Lord Yuan Ao roared, and once again used his strongest trick. 

"Dream bubble!" With a flick of his wings, Wang Yi's figure flew over like a ghost, avoiding the hammer 

of the Lord Yuan'ao, the faint blue sword burst with extreme light, and slashed towards Yuan'ao like a 

misty moonlight. Lord's neck. 

quick! 

To the extreme! 

"What? Why so fast!" Lord Yuan Ao was taken aback, and quickly used his shield to block it. 

Because of his huge size, he looked for this shield and spent countless efforts to create a secret 

defensive method. 



In addition, his ultimate treasure armor, super large divine body, and defenses are simply against the 

sky, so even if the strongest in the universe wants to kill him in the primitive universe, this is also the 

place where the Lord of Yuan'ao is most proud. 

"clang!" 

Although Wang Yi's knife skills were swift and fierce, Lord Yuan'ao's shield was held on his chest, so it 

was blocked all at once. 

That huge impact was transmitted to the armor through the defensive secret method and the shield, 

and was weakened by layers, and finally was easily resisted by the **** of Yuan'ao Lord, and the 

damage was minimal. 

"Haha, your sword skills are not bad, but unfortunately it is of no use to me!" The Lord Yuanao was 

slashed and backed away. Although Wang Yi's attack was so powerful, he could hurt his own divine 

body, if he was not blocked by the shield. , Isn't it more serious, but his face still deliberately showed 

disapproval. 

Wang Yi said nothing, his face was silent, and he kept brandishing his saber. 

A series of magnificent knife marks appeared in the sky. 

"All directions are gone!" 

"Everywhere!" 

"Dream bubble!" 

The three styles of unique knowledge unfolded continuously, attacking the Lord of Yuan'ao like a gust of 

wind and rain. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Source is crazy, why did I provoke him? It's so crazy." The Lord of Yuan Ao was 

beaten by Wang Yi constantly, roaring, and a little dazed. 

With the suppression of the peak domain category treasures, and Wang Yi's attacks were too violent, it 

made him fall into the wind, and he had to keep parrying, and it was difficult to counterattack, and he 

was very aggrieved. 

It is really unreasonable for him to be a veteran master of the universe so embarrassed by a little guy 

who just broke through. 

However, Wang Yi was immersed in the artistic conception of using the sword technique, and the light in 

his mind continued to emerge, and the power of the sword light was unknowingly increased. 

And the mystery insight of the secret pattern of the Tongtian Pagoda law is also integrated into it, like a 

catalyst, allowing Wang Yi's insight about the secret method to reach a wonderful realm. 

The three secret methods gradually merged into his mind. 

Wang Yi's eyes suddenly brightened, extremely bright. 

"Fourth knife!" 



"Wow!" 

This knife was very light and light, but the time and space around it suddenly became heavier, as if the 

weight of the universe had fallen on this knife. There was only this ordinary, but absolutely central knife 

left in the whole world. 

In the shadow of the knife, there seemed to be an embryonic form of a small universe emerging, 

transcending and passing away. 

"What?" A trace of astonishment appeared in the eyes of the Lord Yuan'ao. 

"Boom!" The blue war knife slashed on his round hammer, far more violent than before, smashed the 

round hammer back and flew back. Together with the war knife, it slammed into Lord Yuan'ao's chest, 

because it was too sudden, Yuan'aozhi The Lord has no time to block with a shield. UU Reading 

www.uukanshu.com 

In the loud noise of "Boom," the towering figure of the Lord Yuan'ao was beaten out. 

"Ha ha!" 

Wang Yi was extremely happy in his heart. 

The continuous use of the sword technique just now triggered inspiration, causing Wang Yi's years of 

accumulation to burst out all at once, accumulating everything, and creating the fifth kyushu, that is, the 

kyushu that has truly stepped into the master of the universe's strongest secret technique. 

If Wang Yi studies the secret patterns with all his heart, perhaps Wang Yi will not be so slow, but he has 

to understand the Tongtian Pagoda secret patterns and study the genes of life, so his energy will 

inevitably be scattered. 

After all, compared with Luo Feng, who was purely studying the Tao of Golden Sky, he had to learn too 

much, and the difficulty was tens of thousands of times greater than Luo Feng's original. 

The creation of this trick means that the fourth secret pattern of Wang Yi Tongtian Tower has been 

completely understood! 

"The strongest secret method was created at the right time, so this trick is called funeral." Wang Yi 

looked at the uncertain Master Yuanao and smiled. 

"Fun for you!" 

Chapter 565: The retired Lord of Yuan'ao 

"That is... the strongest secret of the Lord of the Universe!" 

The other human experts who watched the battle near the hidden figure were also shocked. 

"Wang Yi, he actually realized the strongest secret method by himself. How long it took is really 

terrifying." City Master Chaos was filled with shock, "I'm afraid my teacher can't do it at his age." 

He subconsciously ignored Wang Yi's time to accelerate his cultivation through time. 
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After all, time acceleration is of no use to the Lord of the Universe and the Lord of the Universe, and it is 

very extravagant. It can only be used at a critical moment, usually through the long years to slowly 

accumulate cultivation. 

Wang Yi glanced at the Lord Yuanao not far away, and said in his heart: "Up to now, there is no strange 

object. It seems that he really doesn't have one." 

Wang Yi is still very interested in that strange object. After all, this is a treasure second only to the Xeon 

Supreme. When there is no real power to inspire the Xeon Supreme, the strange object is comparable to 

the Xeon Supreme, and it is also rare in the universe. Incomparably, it is almost equivalent to a special 

pinnacle supreme treasure such as the "Crazy Demon Slayer God Armor", which is precious even to the 

strongest in the universe. 

Of course, it is enough for the general strong to have a few treasures that suit them, and more are 

useless. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, I don't think I have offended you, don't deceive you too much!" After Wang 

Yi's violent beating, Lord Yuan'ao finally calmed down a bit. Although he was arrogant, he also realized 

this. The horror of the Lord of the Human Universe, able to suppress him in this way, is absolutely at the 

same level as the City Lord of Chaos who is standing on the pinnacle of the Lord of the Universe. 

The strength in the universe is respected. If you want to be recognized by others, you must have enough 

strength. Undoubtedly, the strength of the Lord of Chaotic Origin has been recognized by the Lord of 

Yuan'ao. 

Of course, this was the result after Lord Yuan'ao was beaten violently. 

Although the opponent's fighting style is still a little immature, the attack is too terrifying. The Lord of 

Yuan'ao has clearly used the magic of the round hammer to the extreme, but he is still almost 

unbearable by the opponent with a knife. The weapon blocked 80% of the power, but it could only block 

less than one-third, and the rest was weakened by the armor, which still made him a little 

uncomfortable. 

"Lord Yuan Ao, if you only have this means, it would disappoint me too much." Wang Yi shook his head 

deliberately with a contemptuous expression, and the Lord Yuan Ao couldn't help being angry at once. 

"Master of Chaotic Origin, don't go too far. I admit that you are a peerless genius. With such a rapid and 

strong improvement, I am afraid that you can catch up with your Human Chaos City Lord, but Yuan Ao is 

not easy to bully, you think you Can you kill me?" 

"Is it okay? Try it and you'll know." As soon as Wang Yi's voice fell, his wings fluttered behind him, and 

he rushed out like a streamer. 

"Damn human!" Lord Yuan'ao roared, and gnashing his teeth and brandishing the round hammer, the 

opponent had already hit his hometown. Lord Yuan'ao shouldn't fight, otherwise it would be a joke. 

What's more, with the pinnacle domain-like treasures suppressing the restraints, the speed of Yuan'ao 

Lord is much slower than Wang Yi's, and it is difficult to leave even if he wants to leave. 

Under such circumstances, there is only a fight. 



The current Lord Yuan'ao hadn't thought that the humans in front of him could really kill him. 

"Funeral!!!" 

"Burn it out!!!" 

The same move is also the only strongest secret that the Lord Yuan Ao has realized! I saw the same 

scene appear again...The dazzling, dazzling, dreamy huge flame vortex was like a nebula vortex, 

enveloped the Lord of Yuan'ao, causing the strength of the Lord's aura to skyrocket. 

Wang Yi also swung his sword, and the blue light of the sword appeared out of thin air. The entire 

universe seemed to be divided into two, leaving only the perfect sword, and the horrible phantom of the 

universe appeared in the shadow of the sword behind it, just like the universe. The infinite power of 

destruction is shrouded, and the gods block and kill the gods! 

The two sides collided in the secret void like two comets, performing their strongest battles with each 

other. 

The space of tens of thousands of kilometers is broken into chaotic particle flow. 

"Die!" The Lord Yuanao was crazy, and he didn't try to block the sword that Wang Yi had hacked. 

Instead, he directly swung a round hammer and smashed it down, wanting to exchange his injuries with 

Wang Yi. 

"Want to fight with me?" Wang Yi sneered. Lord Yuanao couldn't even think of it. His opponent had the 

Xeon Treasure Armor on his body, and all attacks below Tier 5 were ineffective. Only Tier 6 was able to 

deal with Wang Yi. Harm, relying on this in the primitive universe Wang Yi is completely fearless, even if 

the strongest in the universe can hardly get him. 

A mere master of Yuan'ao, the strongest secret method is barely close to the level of the master of 

galaxy's strongest fusion trick, that is, close to Tier 5, even if you don't block it, it won't hurt to hit the 

body. 

"Kill!" Wang Yi was unstoppable, and the weapons of both sides fell on each other almost at the same 

time. 

"Boom!" 

After one blow, they staggered each other. 

"My divine body actually lost four thousandths?" The Lord Yuanao felt the change of the divine body, his 

face changed, revealing an unbelievable expression of anger. 

Four-thousandths seems to be less, but it doesn't matter what defense is on Lord Yuan'ao? A million 

kilometers divine body, the highest treasure armor... even the Lord of the fifth-order universe, it is 

difficult for him to lose so much in one blow. 

However, Wang Yi's divine body had almost no loss at all, except for the consumption of the skill of 

burning divine power, and there was no change in aura at all. 

All the impact made the Xeon Supreme Treasure Armor "Wuhou Jia" resist it. 



The loss of one party is not light, and the other is unscathed. 

From here, we can see the difference between the Xeon and no Xeon. 

Lord Yuan Ao also noticed what was happening to Wang Yi, and his eyes showed a hint of shock. 

"His divine body didn't hurt at all? How could it be possible?" 

He is the strongest secret method he is proud of. The strongest secret method he is proud of is only one 

step behind the top master of the universe like the Lord of the Galaxy. In terms of power, it is absolutely 

superior among the Lords of the universe. The opponents wearing the Supreme Treasure armor were hit 

by him head-on, and they were all injured. 

But the Lord of Chaotic Source on the opposite side, apart from burning some divine power, seemed to 

have no effect at all. 

What the **** is this? 

Lord Yuanao’s face is difficult to look ~www.mtlnovel.com~ He originally wanted to rely on the huge 

divine body, defensive tyrannical, and consume the opponent, but now in this situation, he clearly used 

the strongest means, but the opponent did not consume at all, but he appeared. Not a small loss, if you 

continue to fight like this, I am afraid it is yourself who will be consumed. 

"Why is the Lord of Chaotic Source so powerful? Is he wearing the Supreme Supreme Arctic Armor? But 

this kind of treasure is rare in the cosmic sea. How can the Human Alliance have it, and it still appears in 

the new universe of the Lord of Chaotic Source. Lord of the Lord." Lord Yuanao was shocked and angry 

in his heart. 

He already understood that he had kicked the iron plate. 

The Lord of Chaos, Lord of Peng Gong, Lord of Darkness, and the creator of the Great Axe who were 

watching the battle quietly in the distance were all amazed in their hearts. 

"It's a strong defense, it seems that Chaotic Source should be a Xeon Treasure Armor?" 

"Great!" 

"Only the defense of the divine body and the defense of the Chaotic Source have surpassed us." 

Chaos City Lord, one by one they sighed that they were inferior. 

Chapter 566: The crowd is great 

"How do you say Lord Yuanao is also the Lord of the universe at the same level as Bingfeng. Even if he 

burns the divine body desperately, he can't break the defense of Chaotic Source. Even if it is me, I will 

use the strongest means desperately, I am afraid it will be reluctant." Spicy, it is easy to see the terrifying 

treasure of the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

"In terms of defense, at least in the primitive universe, he is no worse than the strongest in the 

universe." 
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"Furthermore, he has created his own strongest secret method, with such a powerful understanding and 

rapid progress, I am afraid that he will soon reach our level in the secret method, and it may not even 

exceed it." 

"Even the strongest breakthrough in the universe is just around the corner!" 

The Lord of Chaos City was amazed and very happy in his heart. The stronger the Lord of Chaotic Source, 

the better it would be for the human race. 

The Lord Peng Gong and the Lord of Darkness also agreed with the words of the Chaos City Lord. 

The eyes of the founder of the giant axe were bright. 

It is a blessing for the human race to have such a strong master as the Lord of Chaotic Source! 

"Look, the Lord Yuanao has escaped." The Lord of Darkness suddenly smiled. 

On the other side, the Lord Yuan'ao was frustrated one after another, and had already risen to retreat. 

"The Lord of Chaotic Sources like this monster really suffers a lot from sparring. I retreat first, and I will 

trouble him later. Humph, the human race suddenly has a super power like the Lord of Chaotic Sources. 

The most troublesome thing is that The three major ethnic groups, let them deal with the Lord of 

Chaotic Source." Lord Yuan Ao thought in his heart. 

He was also helpless, unable to beat the opponent, and couldn't even hurt him. On the contrary, he lost 

his divine body again and again. What a fight. 

Even if he changed to the Lord of the fifth-order universe, he wouldn't be so aggrieved. It was really the 

Lord of Chaotic Source on the opposite side that was too abnormal. 

The idea is certain, the Lord Yuanao is also unambiguous, even if he is embarrassed, it is better to stay 

and continue to be ravaged, it will only be even more embarrassing. 

Under the gaze of many cosmic masters of mankind, Lord Yuan'ao's huge round hammer pounded into 

the void, instantly completely shattering the surrounding void of hundreds of thousands of kilometers, 

and the space was shattered into a stream of particles, directly entering the interlayer of space. 

In the space mezzanine, there are endless space debris. With a roar, the Lord of Yuan'ao slid directly into 

the mezzanine with a round hammer shield in his hand. 

The majestic and majestic Lord Yuan'ao, who has traversed the universe for hundreds of millions of 

years, actually ran away. 

Wang Yi was also a little surprised. He didn't expect the Lord Yuanao to abandon the battle and flee so 

quickly, but he also reacted immediately. 

"Lord Yuan Ao, don't run!" The "endless black river" also entered the space mezzanine, closely following 

the footsteps of the Lord Yuan Ao, restraining his actions. 

Wang Yi's wings fluttered and then rushed into the space mezzanine. 



"Damn it!" The Lord Yuanao was full of anger with one-eyed one-eyed, and turned his hair back with a 

roar, "Master of Chaotic Origin, I have already given up, what do you want? Are you really trying to kill 

you?" 

"Lord Yuanao, you must die today!" Wang Yi was too lazy to explain. 

Anyway, the Lord Yuanao must die today, otherwise I don't know what troubles will cause in the future. 

Of course, this potential danger should be solved early. 

And the four great human beings distributed in the surrounding four directions also showed up at this 

time, unable to hide. 

"The Lord of Yuanao, don't want to go." The giant 10,000 kilometers tall, dressed in a thousand 

treasures, walked out with a stone stick. 

A stick was swung out, the void split open, and he stepped in. 

"Lord Yuanao, stay." 

"You have nowhere to go. Give up struggling." 

The Lord of Darkness and the Lord of Peng Gong also came out, rushed into the space mezzanine, and 

chased the Lord of Yuan'ao. 

The giant axe like a savage man didn't say a word, but his eyes were sharp and terrifying under his loose 

hair. A brilliant axe traverses the sky, directly tearing through time and space, and then stepping into the 

interlayer of space. The time around is accelerating and accelerating. To the terrible point. 

The strongest in the universe is extremely suppressed in the primitive universe. In the universe, it is still 

slightly suppressed. If it is not suppressed, the Lord of the universe and them may be even farther apart. 

In the primitive universe, if you didn't fight with the Lord of the universe, then the strongest in the 

universe could also be able to "speak and follow the law," and it could be powerful, and the original law 

of the universe would also give face to the strongest in the universe. 

But once you fight with the Lord of the Universe, that changes! The law of origin of the universe no 

longer retreats! 

On the contrary, very strong suppression...resulting in "speaking of the law" can not be done, on the 

contrary, the Lord of the universe can control time and space, so that in terms of domain, the strongest 

in the universe has no advantage. 

But now the "Great Axe Founder" hasn't fight with the Lord Yuan'ao, it's just used to drive the way, so 

he can still use his ability to speak freely. 

The lord of the other universe had just reached the speed of light, he reached a hundred or a thousand 

times the speed of light, and the speed was still soaring. The terrifying power and the sharp and scary 

axe made the soul of the lord of the universe tremble. 

"City Lord of Chaos! Lord of Darkness! Lord of Peng Gong!" Lord Yuan Ao saw the savage giant, his one-

eyed pupils shrank sharply, and his voice became stern. 



"The founder of the giant axe!" 

That cold in his heart. 

The Lord of Chaos City, Lord of Darkness, Lord of Peng Gong, which one is not the famous powerhouse 

in the universe, the Lord of the fifth-order universe? 

He couldn't match any one, let alone three together. 

There is also that monster-like Lord of Chaos Origin. Lord Yuan Ao suspects that he has surpassed the 

Lord of Chaos City, otherwise he will not be suppressed so miserably. You must know that even if the 

fifth-order powerhouse of the same level as the Lord of Chaos fights head-on, The Lord Yuanao has 

never been ravaged in this way. 

These four are nothing but the creator of the Great Axe who despairs the Lord Yuanao the most! 

This is the strongest in the universe! 

Say what you say! 

Existence stronger than the Lord of the universe! 

"Even the giant axe is here. It seems that your human race is specifically targeting me today, right?" Lord 

Yuan Ao roared angrily. "I remember that I did not directly offend your human race. Even if there is a 

conflict, it doesn't stop there. Now your strongest masters of the universe are here, and the creator of 

the giant axe is here... Why? Why is this? Give me one. reason!" 

The eyes of the Lord of Chaos City, Lord of Darkness, and Lord of Peng Gong flickered slightly. 

why. 

It's not because the main chaotic source killed you. 

The highest level of the human race is also very confused, but since the Lord of Chaotic Source must do 

this, the founders of the Great Axe support, they can only follow. 

Kill the Lord Yuanao! 

Lord Yuan'ao roared to vent his resentment. 

He was really desperate. 

The Lord of the Four Universes besieged ~www.mtlnovel.com~ He can still struggle and fight for a 

chance. 

But the strongest in the universe, who speaks the law freely, speeds against the sky, and can catch up 

with him casually. 

When the time comes, it will be a little bit constrained, and surrounded by other strong people, the 

possibility of him wanting to survive today is very low. 

"Human! Why!" The Lord Yuan Ao was puzzled. 

He wanted to know why he was chased by the human race in this way. 



Everything always needs a reason. 

"Die!" Wang Yi was surprised when he saw the speed of the creator of the giant axe. The creator of the 

giant axe did not directly do it, but instead used a little bit to obstruct the Lord of Yuan'ao. The Lord of 

Yuan'ao was caught by the human race. Surrounded by the four masters of the universe. 

"Swipe!" In order to avoid long nights and dreams, Wang Yi even directly released the other three divine 

body clones that he was carrying with him around the world, and besieged the Lord of Yuan'ao. 

The strength is absolutely crushed, and there is no way to escape. 

The Lord of Yuan Ao has fallen into a dead end. 

Chapter 567: Fall of the Lord of Yuan'ao 

The space mezzanine, the deeper the space, the more exaggerated the torrent of space, and even the 

Venerable Universe in many places in the depths will be annihilated by the huge space debris. 

However, as the many powerhouses standing on the peak of the primitive universe, they simply ignore 

these space fragments. 

Except for the founder of the giant axe standing nearby, Wang Yi's four divine bodies, the Lord of Chaos, 

the Lord of Darkness, and the Lord of Penggong, all besieged and killed the Lord of Yuan'ao. 

The space has been blocked, and the peak field treasure is blocked, even if the Lord of Yuan'ao is in 

desperate situation. 

The Master of Yuan'ao, who has no strange things in his hands, is not strong enough. 

Soon he was severely wounded under the siege of the Lord of the Human Universe, and he was about to 

fall as soon as this continued. 

"Ah ah ah ah!!!" Lord Yuanao roared frantically, "Do you want me to die? Do you want me to die? Don't 

think so easily! Give me a blow!!!" 

Boom... A cosmic lord divine body with a height of one million kilometers, how terrible is the divine 

power contained in it, it exploded in an instant... the self-explosive power is even more powerful than 

the strongest attack of the lord of the galaxy, and it has reached it completely. A limit value bound by 

the entire "primitive universe". 

The endless wave of energy immediately impacted in all directions. 

That million-kilometer-high cosmic lord's body exploded, causing the endless energy to burst in an 

instant, and the endless impact was like the billions of times the power of a supernova... to wipe out all 

obstacles! 

Some huge ultra-high-speed flying space debris in the distance instantly turned into a stream of 

particles, and all the surrounding space turned into a stream of space particles! 

"careful!" 
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The masters of the universe, who had already prepared themselves for a long time, tried their best, 

either using the peak domain-like treasures, or burning divine power, or using defensive methods to 

form a huge barrier. 

Even the founder of the giant axe, all shot. 

Although the impact of the explosion was huge, it was easily resisted by the joint hands of the creator of 

the great axe and the masters of the universe. 

After a while-the shock wave dissipated completely. 

The smoke disappeared. 

Everything returned to calm. 

The Lord of Yuan Ao has fallen. 

Other cosmos masters of mankind saw this scene, and became quiet. 

The Lord of Yuan Ao, a powerful ancient existence that traverses the universe, has completely fallen 

today. 

Just because of Wang Yi's words. 

Even City Lord Chaos doesn't know if this is a good thing in the end. 

... 

Cosmic sea. 

The vast universe is boundless, and so far no one of the strongest in the universe can find its end. 

The universe is filled with endless chaotic air currents. In the endless chaotic air currents, the primitive 

universe is the largest celestial body known! 

The primitive universe has reached an incredible extent. 

In addition to the primitive universe, there are other small universes. Other small universes are less than 

one billionth of the volume of the original universe! It's like an endless ocean and a drop of water! 

Ten billion light-years away from the original universe, in the endless chaotic air current, there is a small 

universe. 

In a small universe. 

"Humans! It is the humans of the primitive universe who killed me! The giant axe! Chaos..." A divine 

avatar left by the Lord Yuan'ao suddenly rose into the sky, full of fright, and roared. 

However, his voice stopped abruptly the next moment, and then his whole body dissipated, leaving no 

trace. 

"boom……" 

But the next moment, the entire small universe ushered in a shock. 



A tall and majestic whole body is like cast of steel, and a pair of eyes are like two burning fireballs. These 

fireballs are probably scarier than billions of stars. Endless power makes the surrounding tremor. 

This is a great existence comparable to the founder of the Great Axe! 

The strongest in the universe! 

And he is not the strongest in the original universe! 

"Lord Yuanao? My soul servant, he has fallen?" 

King Zhenjia looked down at the place where the Lord Yuanao had disappeared before, and his face was 

full of anger and surprise. 

"Good point, why did it suddenly fall? What's the matter?" 

"King Zhenjia, the Lord of Yuanao fell suddenly, and before he died, he said that the human giant axe, 

the Lord of Chaos... Could it be that humans laid hands on him?" There are brown rocks all over the 

body, like a reptile in a lofty mountain range. A deep roaring sound. 

"It should be, otherwise the Lord Yuanao wouldn't have said that before he died. Since he said it, it is 

mostly true." There is a huge thunder and lightning giant phantom in mid-air, and the chest of the 

thunder and lightning giant phantom is There is a thunder and lightning sphere, which is like a star, 

exuding endless lightning, and the voice of the thunder and lightning giant rumblingly said: "We have 

finally enslaved the Lord of Yuan'ao to the soul. We have not implemented the next plan, Yuan'aozhi The 

Lord fell in the primitive universe, which is very detrimental to us." 

The strongest in the other two universes are quiet. 

They are all the strongest in the first reincarnation era. They have survived for a long time. They are 

much older than any of the strongest in the original universe, and they have more knowledge. 

Therefore, they understand that they are fundamental. It is not possible to escape the cycle of 

reincarnation and survive before the end of the period. 

All they do is to bet on a hope. 

King Zhenka restrained his anger and slowly said: "I originally wanted to give a strange **** wood to the 

Lord Yuanao, so that he would bring the wrong map in the'Qingfeng Realm' and return to the original 

universe. The strongest man in the original universe was attracted to him, but he did not expect that the 

Lord of Yuan'ao would have been killed before the plan was launched! Humph!" His eyes were like two 

burning fireballs emitting terrible light, as if they could melt everything in the world. . 

"The human beings of the primitive universe! How dare to ruin our good deeds, and we must find them 

to settle accounts in the future." 

"This is the end of the matter. It doesn't make sense to entangle the death of Lord Yuan'ao. The human 

beings in the primitive universe are too far away from us. Let's first think about how to make up for the 

vacancy in the plan after Lord Yuan'ao died." The ancestor God Qiuyan calmly The way. 



"It’s not easy to find a powerful man like the Lord of Yuan’ao who has been looking for and arranging for 

a long time, and finally succeeded in enslaving. It’s not easy to find a powerful lone master of the 

universe in the primitive universe, and to succeed in soul slavery. "The Thunder Giant is glum. 

"It's no use complaining anymore~www.mtlnovel.com~ No one of us can violate the master's order." 

The words of the ancestor God Qiuyan calmed down the strongest in the other two universes. 

His face is also ugly. 

for a long time. 

"I don't know if it is a blessing or a curse to take refuge in the dim place, but we have no way to go. We 

can only move forward and continue forward...No one can block our way." 

The eyes of the three powerhouses are full of terrible light. 

"All sacrifices are necessary and meaningful. The road ahead is elusive. We must fight for it. Otherwise, 

death is more terrifying than death. Even at all costs, we have to do it." The Thunder Giant slowed 

down. road. "Everything is...for eternity, for the race." 

"For eternity, for the race." The brown rock crawling mountain range also slowly said. 

"For eternity, for the race." The iron creature also slowly said. 

There is absolute faith in the voice. 

Chapter 568: this…… 

 [Kill a master of the universe, reward 750,000 killing points. 】 

After killing the ‘Master of Yuan’ao’, the panel will give a message. 

To make Wang Yi's focus, he has a total kill value of 750,000, which is the most among the masters of 

the universe that Wang Yi has killed so far. 

And it was killed with the help of the founder of the Great Axe, the Lord of Chaos City and others, and 

the panel was not stingy about rewards. 

In addition to Wang Yi dispatching the four major divine bodies and producing the most results, there 

may be a panel that believes that he alone has the ability to solve the ‘Master of Yuan’ao’, otherwise the 

kill value will definitely be greatly reduced. Impossible to give so much. 

Although the ‘Master of Yuan’ao’ has fallen, in addition to the killing value, there are still treasures left, 

and they are all collected by Wang Yi and the others. 

"Give me all the treasures left by Lord Yuan'ao." Wang Yi said after thinking for a while. 

Shield! Round hammer! Holy Grail! Grey armor! And the world ring! This is the main treasure left by the 

Lord Yuan'ao! 

The killing value of killing Lord Yuan'ao can be exchanged for 75,000 Supreme Treasure Points, plus his 

previous accumulation, as well as the Supreme Treasure of Lord Yuan'ao, should be enough to exchange 

for a domain-type supreme treasure. 
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After thinking about it again and again, finally decided to exchange a Xeon Arcana category Arcana to 

the founder of the Great Axe. 

This is also the result of Wang Yi's deliberation. A single Xeon supreme weapon has attack power, but 

defense power is not enough, and the founder of the giant axe has to keep a low profile. 

If possible, it is best to exchange for a palace treasure, but Wang Yi has already exchanged a soul 

treasure for the teacher, and he is reluctant to bear it. 

As the human race currently has the strongest combat power, the greater the strength of the founder of 

the Great Axe, the better. 

But it is impossible for Wang Yi to give up his treasure to the giant axe for no reason. He is not so selfless 

yet, and the relationship between the giant axe and him has not reached that point. 

It happened to take this opportunity to exchange for another domain-type Xeon for the creator of the 

giant axe. With the domain-type Xeon, the creator of the giant axe has two Xeons on his body... You 

must know that the original universe is the strongest. Almost all of them are Xeons (except for Sit-

Shanke), and some have not yet. Even if there are nearly a hundred forces in the vast universe, there are 

few strongest people in the universe that can possess more than two Xeons. Very rare. 

The creator of the giant axe has two supreme treasures. The battle axe can also be changed and covered 

on the body to play a defensive role. In addition to the domain type supreme treasure, and the creator 

of the giant axe, it is the most powerful in the universe. The strong are absolutely rare. 

It's just that Wang Yi had to bleed heavily. To be honest, even if he exchanged more precious Soul Xeon 

Treasures for the teacher, he never felt so distressed. Perhaps this is the reason for the different 

relationship. 

Originally, Wang Yi could exchange a Xeon Arc for the founder of the Great Axe, and then exchange one 

for the Chaos City Lord who was good to him, but this would not be as effective as simply redeeming the 

founder of the Great Axe for a domain-type supreme treasure. Big. 

In short, with Wang Yi's exchange, the treasures on his body would have to be emptied, but he is about 

to venture into the universe soon, and he is not afraid that he won't have the chance to get more 

treasures. 

Wang Yi is not a miser, and he still knows exactly what to do. 

Of course, he is not a selfless person, otherwise he would not be exchanged for the teacher of the Star 

Prison at the beginning, rather than for the stronger founder of the Great Axe and the Chaos City 

Master. 

The founder of the Great Axe, the Lord of Chaos City, the Lord of Darkness, and the Lord of Peng Gong 

all gathered together at this time, and originally planned to discuss how to distribute the spoils, but 

suddenly heard Wang Yi asking for all the treasures of the treasure, all were slightly startled. 

The Lord of Darkness frowned slightly. This time everyone came out because of your idea, and even the 

creator of the great axe took the initiative to take down the Lord of Yuan'ao, but you took all the 

treasures away in one sentence. Even if you Wang Yi contributed a lot, you can't do that. 



However, Wang Yi contributed a lot to the front. This battle is also dominated by him. He contributed 

the most. Although the human power is a bit weird in his heart, he didn't say anything. The Lord Peng 

Gong of the Universe Galaxy Bank still smiled. , Not seeing the slightest happiness. 

City Lord Chaos glanced at Wang Yi, but his eyes flickered slightly when he thought of something. 

He has always been selfless, and he didn't speak at this time when he acted impartially. 

The founder of the giant axe is even more straightforward. If Wang Yi wants it, then give it to him. He 

owes Wang Yi not only humanity, but also a treasure. 

The response of the strong human race also made Wang Yi a little heartwarming. 

It's not in vain that he did so much. 

"The Great Axe." Wang Yi put away the treasure of the Lord Yuan'ao, then turned around and smiled at 

the creator of the Great Axe: "Go back to Chaos City, I have something for you." 

At this time, it is inconvenient to give the Xeon Supreme Treasure to the Giant Axe, so let's wait until we 

return to the Chaos City. 

Asking the clone to go back, he also had an excuse to bring it from Tongtian Tower. 

Otherwise it's hard to explain. 

"Oh?" The face of the strong human race moved slightly. 

"What is it?" Chaos City Lord asked. 

"It's a treasure, a domain category." Wang Yi also had no plans to sell it. 

"Is it the pinnacle domain type treasure? But I already have it, and one more is useless for me, you 

should leave it to others." The founder of the giant axe said. 

Like the strongest person in the universe, it is still very common to gather a set of peak treasures. 

The rare thing is that the best products among the pinnacle treasures, some quasi-strongest treasures, 

and ‘wonders’ are all things that can be met and cannot be sought. 

Not to mention the Xeon Treasures, which generally only appear in the core dangerous areas of the 

three major Jedi in the Universe Sea. Even if the strongest in the universe ventures, there is a danger of 

falling, and it is not something you can find if you want to find the Xeon Treasures. How rare and 

precious , Otherwise the founder of the giant axe wouldn't have gotten one with Wang Yi's help for so 

many years, and it would have almost exhausted the treasure house of the human race. 

Most importantly, there is still nowhere to get it. 

"No." Wang Yi shook his head. 

"no?" 

The strong men of the human race were slightly startled, and then all moved. 

"The treasure you are talking about is..." Chaos City Lord couldn't help it even more. 



"Yes, it is the most powerful treasure." Wang Yi smiled. 

"Xeon Treasure? Domain-like?" What did the creator of the giant axe think of. 

"Could it be the one on you? That won't work, how can I accept your treasure." 

The Lord of Chaos City, Lord of Darkness, and Lord of Penggong also thought about 

this~www.mtlnovel.com~ their faces were different. They preferred the creator of the great axe to have 

it for Wang Yi than the Xeon. He is the strongest of the human race, and the optimistic pillar that 

supports the sky of the human race. 

Possessing two great axes of the strongest treasures will become the strongest guardian of the human 

race, and it is more in line with the interests of the human race. 

Although I am very sorry to Wang Yi for thinking this way, this is the reality. 

But is Wang Yi willing to make such a big sacrifice? 

Because the Lord of the Star Prison kept secrets for his disciples, the highest level of the human race 

didn't know that Wang Yi could actually come up with ten strongest treasures. 

Oh, with this one, it's the eleventh one. 

If they know, they will be even more shocked. The entire universe, except for the two extremely ancient 

holy land universes, I am afraid that the God Eyes of the strongest peak race of the first reincarnation 

era can't come up with so many supreme treasures. 

"No, it's another one." Wang Yi explained. He smiled and looked at the shocked human powerhouses in 

front of him. 

Chapter 569: Space sea 

"Hunyuan, do you really want to give me a piece of Xeon Treasure?" the founder of the giant axe 

couldn't help asking. 

"Yes." Wang Yi didn't think of any benefits from the human race or the giant axe, so he simply 

contributed directly. 

In fact, with the current status of the giant axe in the human race, almost 100% of the Xeon Zhibao 

belongs to him, so there is no difference between giving it to the race and giving it to the giant axe. 

If you give it directly to the giant axe, you can also get the great axe favor. 

The founder of the Great Axe wanted to refuse, but the responsibility of the ethnic group made him 

unable to say such hypocritical words. 

But he also knows that if he accepts Wang Yi's treasure, he owes too much favor this time. 

But for the sake of the ethnic group, the founder of the great axe can only accept it. 

And how to repay this favor is enough for the founder of the Great Axe to have a headache in the future. 

... 
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"Does Chaotic Source really have a second domain-like Xeon Treasure?" On the way back to Chaos City, 

the Lord of Darkness couldn't help but communicate with Chaos City Lord through voice transmission. 

City Lord Chaos glanced at this excited junior and laughed softly: "When have you seen him speak 

nonsense?" 

"If it is true, that would be great." The Lord of Darkness said from the heart. 

Although envy is inevitable, he also understands the role of the domain class Xeon Treasure on the 

founder of the giant axe. 

"It's just unbelievable. Even if he inherits the Tongtian Tower, so many of the most powerful treasures, 

how did he get it?" The Lord of Darkness said. 

"Didn't Chaotic Source say it? Everything needs a price, there is no treasure born out of thin air, and 

those who need Chaotic Source to pay the price, those treasures filled in are part of it." Chaos City Lord 

watched and talked with the creator of the giant axe flying side by side. The black-haired man had 

something flashing in his eyes. 

"Hunyuan paid so much, we have to work hard." 

The Lord of Darkness nodded silently, thoughtfully. 

Regardless, Wang Yi's dedication of a supreme treasure to the race this time really shocked them and 

made these cosmos masters unable to help but admire it. 

If you replace them, you don't necessarily have this kind of courage. 

Of course, Giant Axe and the others were not willing to take advantage of Wang Yi in vain, and they all 

said they would make contributions to Wang Yi. 

But Wang Yi's contribution to the ethnic group has long been incomparable, and it surpasses the giant 

axe. Even if it is added, what can be done, and what compensation can the ethnic group give. 

nothing. 

Wang Yi is equal to making contributions free of charge. 

The Lord of Darkness sighed and sighed. Suddenly, a thought came to him. I don't know when he will get 

a supreme treasure. 

... 

"With these two supreme treasures, the unstable factor of Lord Yuan'ao has been eliminated by me. The 

great axe shouldn't fall like the original history, right?" 

Chaos City is filled with chaotic air currents. At the top railing of a majestic palace covering a vast area, 

Wang Yi in a red robe looks out into the distant sky. 

There are countless ancient buildings and cultivators in Chaos City, but Wang Yi is in a quiet location, 

very open, and no one dares to approach the residence of a universe lord at will. 



"The matter of the Lord of Yuan'ao is over. Sure enough, I didn't find the drawing and the strange 

objects. In the eyes of the strongest people in the three universes, the Lord of Yuan'ao is nothing more 

than a puppet for use." Wang Yi whispered softly. 

"When the information on the drawing silk chart is obtained, those who are strong can't help but to 

invade regardless of whether it is true or not. They do not doubt that it is false, but the temptation is too 

great. Even if they doubt, they must try. As for the danger, three Where the Great Jedi is not dangerous, 

the core area can easily fall to the strongest in the universe, so it makes no difference." Wang Yi shook 

his head, his eyes bright. 

"Although the primordial star is still open, there is no digging value anymore, and the primordial 

universe has done little for me. Next, I will go to the universe." 

"The universe." 

Wang Yi looked at the world where the chaotic air currents drifted, fascinated. 

Wang Yi walked back to the palace. There was a beautiful attic inside, and two stunning women walked 

out in front of the attic. 

A green dress, a white skirt, the temperament is pure as water, or holy out of dust, it is Qianshui and Ai 

Chen, but 100,000 years have passed, they have also broken through to immortality under Wang Yi's 

command. 

Even Bolan, Rong Jun, Hong, etc. are nothing more than immortal kings now. 

They are useless by Wang Yi's side. They are more of the existence of maids, but being close servants of 

the Lord of the Universe, I don't know how many princes are jealous, even many venerables will envy 

them. 

Because it was because of the maid beside Wang Yi and some rumors, some venerables would be very 

polite when they saw Ai Chen and Qianshui. 

Wang Yi just smiled at those rumors. He asked himself to act upright and sit upright. Those vain things 

are slander on him. 

This kind of thing was just casually talked about when some venerables were chatting, and no one dared 

to spread it to Wang Yi. 

"Disciple." A figure fell from the sky. 

"Teacher." Wang Yi, who was about to walk into the attic, looked up and shouted out with a smile. 

A tall and burly golden bear man in a golden silk robe walked over, looked at Ai Chen and Qianshui next 

to him, and winked at Wang Yi again. 

"I didn't disturb you, did I?" He also heard some rumors from Wang Yi, as the most beautiful and 

legendary young master of the universe in this era, because he is too young, so some of his news is very 

channeled. 



In fact, because the Lord of the Universe is too old, many are single, but few have a partner, and many 

relatives are old and dead. 

Wang Yi is one of the wonderful things, because his cultivation breakthrough is so fast that he has been 

the lord of the universe in less than a hundred thousand years. 

For a hundred thousand years, in the eyes of the Lord of the universe, it is no different from a baby who 

is learning to speak. 

Wang Yi thought he hadn't heard that Pang Bo was not serious. He already knew it, and joking was 

common. He said, "Teacher, are you coming over to find me something?" While talking and laughing 

with Pang Bo, he walked into the palace. 

Ai Chen and Qianshui, whose faces were reddened, followed behind. 

... 

And Luo Feng ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is still in the Starry Sky Giant Beast Alliance's Beast God Realm to 

understand the sculpture of the Beast God, because of the bet between the mountain guest and the old 

Beast God (the ancestor of the Star Giant Beast), he must be at the immortal level. Created the ultimate 

master of the universe. 

However, according to the original historical trajectory, it took 18,000 years for Luo Feng to be created. 

And now only ten thousand years have passed. 

In the exquisite and magnificent palace of Chaos City, Pang Bo and Wang Yi were drinking and talking 

about the Universe Sea, while Ai Chen and Qianshui served as maids beside them. 

Many of the conversations of the Lord of the Universe involved the secrets of the universe, which 

opened their eyes to Qian Shui and Ai Chen. 

For example, the Universe Sea is not something that an immortal king should know, even the Universe 

Venerable rarely knows it. 

Only when you reach the top cosmic overlord can you get in touch with it normally. 

"Apprentice, I heard that you are going to the Universe Sea soon?" The brawny golden bear man looked 

at the apprentice in front of him while drinking. 

"Yes, in a while, I will enter the universe with the giant axe." Wang Yi nodded. 

Chapter 570: The Great Axe takes me to a copy 

The universe is very dangerous, but some top cosmic overlords occasionally go in and wander around, 

and Pang Bo has naturally been there before, but every time he acts with the strong of the group, he is 

cautious, and he is protected. 

"I'm still in the original star mix, I will not go. Although I have the treasure you gave, I haven't even 

created the ultimate secret method. I can't show any strength. If I go, I will be the bottom. "The Lord of 

Star Prison said with emotion. "You have to be careful when you go to the Universe Sea." 
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He smiled, "But with your strength, it shouldn't be a problem if you don't encounter the strongest 

person in the universe, and don't fall into some dangerous places." 

The two masters and disciples drank freely. Pang Bo, the lord of Star Prison, brags to Wang Yi about his 

previous deeds in the Universe Sea. In fact, Pang Bo’s deeds are based on others. He was still the 

overlord of the universe at that time, just following The lord of the human race universe went out to see 

and see. 

Listening to the teacher's bragging, Wang Yi was also full of expectations. 

The universe sea...the truly boundless existence, the universe sea is full of endless chaotic air currents, 

gestating many dangerous places, the most dangerous of which are the three major Jedi-Qingfeng 

Realm, Liuzhong Mountain, and Space Boat. 

Except for some dangerous places, the most common ones in the universe are small universes! 

In a cycle of the primitive universe, countless ethnic groups and a large number of powerful people will 

be born. 

The so-called powerhouse before the Great Annihilation is the existence of the previous universe age. 

Compared with those eras that developed to the peak and then destroyed, the primitive universe has 

actually just reproduced to the middle stage and is still very weak. 

The universe is endless, full of infinite secrets and adventures. Even if the strongest person in the 

universe has exhausted three eras of reincarnation, it is difficult to explore in case, and it is also 

fascinating. 

"This time, the human deity, the Flame Star Giant Beast, and the Void Zerg clone go out together. It 

should be enough to leave the Youhai clone to deal with." Wang Yi had already made arrangements in 

his heart. 

Although Youhai's new clone is the weakest among the four great divine bodies, it also has Tier 5 

combat power, which is enough in the original universe. 

... 

Three months passed in a blink of an eye. 

The original universe, Chaos City. 

Juaxe and Wang Yi stood side by side in the void outside Chaos City, overlooking the distant scenery. 

"Are you ready? When we are ready, we will leave and head for the universe." The savage man said 

solemnly like a giant axe with his hair loose. 

"Ready." Wang Yi nodded. 

The giant axe didn't say much either, taking Wang Yi with him, and it was a teleport first. 

Immediately there is the transmission of the kingdom of God. 



Although the giant axe is the strongest in the universe, it is powerful, and it is easy to speak, but it can't 

move to the endlessly distant territory of the universe in an instant, so it is the most convenient to use 

the kingdom of God to send on the way. 

Even the Lord of the Universe and the strongest in the Universe are still like this. 

But this is limited to the primitive universe. When it comes to the universe, there is no teleportation 

from the kingdom of God, and it can only rely on the teleportation and flight of the strong. 

So in the Universe Sea, because of the vast area, it usually takes a long time to drive. 

... 

"call!" 

In a remote place in the primitive universe, there was a huge black hole. The black hole had already 

plunged the surrounding starfield into darkness, but two figures appeared in a flash. It was the creator 

of the giant axe and Wang Yi. 

"This is..." Wang Yi saw something in his heart when he saw the surrounding scenes. 

"You should have read all the previous information." Giant Axe slowly said. This time he took Wang Yi 

out of the universe by himself, which is also a kind of close attitude. 

After all, Wang Yi is a member of the Virtual Universe Company. Under normal circumstances, he should 

be led by the leader of the universe from the Virtual Universe Company. The Great Axe generally does 

not have the time to do such things. 

However, since the creator of the giant axe dropped by to the Universe Sea this time, it was normal to 

bring Wang Yi with him by the way, and he could give some pointers. 

"You may also know, but I'll talk about it again. There are two ways to get to the Universe Sea," said the 

giant axe. 

"One is to enter the space interlayer and teleport until it reaches the end of the space interlayer, and 

penetrate through the endless cosmic wall! Although the cosmic wall is strong, the Lord of the universe 

can break through the wall. ." 

"The second method is to leave the primitive universe through this Toya black hole." 

Wang Yi looked at the huge black hole in the distance, while recalling the relevant information recorded 

in the virtual universe. The Toya black hole is the strongest black hole in the entire primitive universe. 

The powerful tearing and twisting force of the black hole has been destroying the membrane wall. So 

when you enter the black hole, you can go straight out along the way. 

Of course, if it is only easy to get out, it will not allow the strong from all parties to get out. In fact, the 

main reason is...the area after the Toya black hole exits is surrounded by 39 natural wormholes. 

The Great Axe stared at the cosmic diaphragm that was so infinitely large that no boundary could be 

seen, and sighed: "The universe is vast and boundless. Once it enters the cosmic ocean, it is no longer 

within the scope of the original universe, and it cannot be teleported by the kingdom of God. There is no 



way to fly in the dark universe. If you want to travel in the universe, one is teleportation, and the other 

is natural wormholes." 

"The illusion in the universe is terrible and weird. There are so many natural wormholes. Along the 

natural wormholes, from one end to the other, it may be tens of billions of light-years. Normal driving in 

the universe depends on the degree of natural wormholes. For most journeys, some journeys have to be 

teleported." 

"Also!" The creator of the giant axe emphasized his tone, "The universe sea is different from the original 

universe. The original universe has a special structure and its coordinates can be confirmed anywhere. 

But the coordinates cannot be confirmed in the universe sea." 

"So in the universe, the map is very important, and the reference on the map is also extremely 

important. According to the map and the reference, you will not get lost in the universe." 

"You have to remember that any master of the universe must leave an avatar in the original universe. To 

prevent some special circumstances in the universe from causing you to be completely lost, having an 

avatar will at least allow you to get a map." 

The creator of the giant axe shook his head slightly: "But the map is not 

omnipotent~www.mtlnovel.com~ Even if you get a map, once you get lost too far, you can't find a 

reference on the map, it's over." 

"and also!" 

"The place marked clearly on the map can be teleported. For unknown areas not covered by the map, 

teleportation is prohibited!" 

Afterwards, the creator of the Great Axe gave Wang Yi a map of the Universe Sea. This is the most 

detailed map known to the human race. Of course... it's just a small area in the Universe Sea, which is 

very crude. 

However, the simplicity is only for the entire universe. When Wang Yi saw the huge and complicated 

map, his heart still trembled. 

This is the most complicated map that Wang Yi has seen. The location marks alone are hundreds of 

millions. This is the greatest wealth of the human race in the universe. It only takes a long time to 

accumulate little by little, and it cannot be leaked! 

And according to the words of the creator of the giant axe, some may still change, so even if the map 

information, it is impossible to believe it all! Everything depends on the actual situation. 

If you cover your head in the universe, let alone the Lord of the universe, even the strongest person in 

the universe will soon fall, and there will be no luck. 

 


